The rotating D3-brane in the AdS 5 × S 5 spacetime could be blowed up to the spherical BPS configuration which has the same energy and quantum number of the point-like graviton and is called as a giant graviton. The configuration is stable only if its angular momentum was less than a critical value of P c . In this paper we investigate the properties of the giant graviton in the electric/magnetic Melvin geometries of deformed AdS 5 × S 5 spacetime which was obtained in our previous paper (hep-th/0512117, Phys. Rev. D73 (2006) 026007). We find that in the magnetic Melvin spacetime the giant graviton has lower energy than the point-like graviton. Also, the critical value of the angular momentum is an increasing function of the magnetic field flux B. In particular, it is seen that while increasing the angular momentum the radius of giant graviton is initially an increasing function, then, after it reach its maximum value it becomes a decreasing function of the angular momentum. During these regions the giant graviton is still a stable configuration, contrast to that in the undeformed theory. Finally, beyond the critical value of angular momentum the giant graviton has higher energy than the point-like graviton and it eventually becomes unstable. Our analyses show that the electric Melvin field will always render the giant graviton unstable.
Introduction
McGreevy, Susskind and Toumbas [1] found that a rotating D3-brane in the AdS 5 × S 5 spacetime could expand into a stable configuration which has exactly the same quantum numbers as the point-like graviton and is thus called as a giant graviton. This expanded brane wraps the spherical part of the S 5 spacetime and is stabilized against shrinking by the Ramond-Ramond (RR) gauge field. The size of the giant graviton increase with its angular momentum and, as the radius of the brane cannot be greater than the radius of the spacetime, there exists an upper bound for the angular momentum of the brane. This fact realizes the stringy exclusion principle [2] . The authors in [3] had proved that the giant gravitons are BPS configurations which preserve the same supersymmetry as the point-like graviton. As the giant graviton has exactly the same quantum numbers as the point-like graviton they can tunnel into each others.
It was also shown in [3] that there exist "dual " giant graviton consisting of spherical brane expanding into the AdS part of the spacetime, which, however, do not have an upper bound on their angular momentum due to the non-compact nature of the AdS spacetime. While the giant graviton could tunnel into the trivial point-like graviton the investigations had shown that there is no direct tunneling between the giant graviton and its dual counterpart in AdS [3] [4] [5] [6] . The microscopical description of giant gravitons had also been investigated in [7, 8] . The blowing up of gravitons into branes can take place in backgrounds different from AdS × S. In [9] it was found that there are giant graviton configurations of D(6-p)-branes moving in the near-horizon geometry of a dilatonic background created by a stack of Dp-branes. The giant graviton solutions for probes which move in the geometry created by a stack of non-threshold bound states of the type (D(p-2), Dp) had also been found in [10] .
The giant graviton in the background B-field had been studied in [11] and properties of the non-spherical giant graviton have been considered in [12] . The problems of giant graviton solutions in Frolov's three parameter generalization of the Lunin-Maldacena background [13] were investigated in a recent paper [14] . These investigations have shown that the deformations have inclinations to make the giant graviton unstable.
In this paper we will investigate the effects of the external electric/magnetic fields on the giant gravitons. Using the electric/magnetic Melvin spacetimes which was found in our previous paper [15] we will first show that in the magnetic Melvin spacetime the magnetic field deformed giant graviton has lower energy than the point-like graviton. Thus the magnetic Melvin field has effect to stabilize the giant graviton and to suppress it from tunneling into the point-like graviton. In particular, we have seen that while increasing the angular momentum of giant graviton the radius of the giant graviton is initially an increasing function, the property is the same as that in the undeformed giant graviton. However, after it reach its maximum value the radius of the giant graviton becomes a decreasing function of the angular momentum. During these regions the giant graviton is still a stable configuration, contrast to that in the undeformed theory. Finally, beyond a critical value of angular momentum P c the configuration has higher energy than the point-like graviton and giant graviton eventually becomes unstable. The critical value of the angular momentum P c therein is an increasing function of the magnetic field flux B. We have also studied the giant graviton in the electric Melvin spacetime. The results show that the electric Melvin field always render the giant graviton unstable.
Note that our previous investigation [16] showed that beyond a sufficient high temperature the giant graviton is more stable than a trivial configuration. This paper also shows that the magnetic Melvin field has effect to stabilize the giant graviton and to suppress it from tunneling into the trivial point-like graviton.
Note also that Giant graviton, being a BPS object, provides a natural framework for the study of the gauge /gravity correspondence in supersymmetric examples [17] . After studying the zero coupling limit of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory the candidate operators dual to giant gravitons had been proposed in [18, 19] . In the recent there are progresses in constructing non-supersymmetric examples of the gauge/gravity correspondence, as Lunin and Maldacena [13] had demonstrated that certain deformation of the AdS 5 × S 5 background corresponds to a β-deformation of N = 4 SYM gauge theory in which the supersymmetry being broken 1 . As the supersymmetry is broken by the magnetic or electric field, the deformed giant graviton in the electric/magnetic Melvin geometries could provide us the systems to investigate the nonsupersymmetric examples of the gauge/gravity correspondence. Therefore it is important to find the Yang-Mills operators corresponding to the electric/magnetic field deformed giant graviton, as those analyzed in [14] for the giant graviton in the Frolov's three parameter generalization of the Lunin-Maldacena background [14] . Also, the correspondence between the deformed giant graviton on the electric/magnetic field Melvin geometries and the spin chain in the deformed geometries [20] , which can improve our understanding of the AdS/CFT correspondence, are deserved to be investigated. These important problems are left to further research.
In section 2 we investigate the giant graviton in magnetic Melvin spacetime and in section 3 we investigate the giant graviton in electric Melvin spacetime. In section 4 we discuss our results.
For convenience, let us briefly describe the method to obtain the deformed AdS 5 × S 5 background [15] . The full N M2-branes solution is given by [21] 
H is the harmonic function defined by
in which G D is the D-dimensional Newton's constant and T p the p-brane tension. In the case of (1.1), D = 11 and p = 2. We can transform the angle φ by mixing it with the compactified coordinate x 11 in the following substituting 4) to obtain a magnetic Melvin flux [22] or transform the time t by mixing it with the compactified coordinate x 11 in the following substituting 5) to obtain an electric Melvin flux [23] . Using the above substitutions the line element can be expressed as 6) in which Φ is the dilaton field, A µ the 1-form potential and ds 2 10 is the line element of 10D IIA background. In this decomposition into ten-dimensional fields which do not depend on the x 11 the ten-dimensional Lagrangian density becomes 7) in which F µν is the EM field strength. To find the spacetime of a stack of N D3-branes we now perform the T-duality transformation [24] on the coordinate x 3 . After taking the near-horizon limit we then obtain the magnetic field deformed AdS 5 × S 5 background in (2.1) and electric field deformed AdS 5 × S 5 background in (3.1) , as detailed in [15] .
Giant Graviton in Magnetic Melvin Spacetime
The background of magnetic Melvin spacetimes found in [15] is described by
in which we define Z ≡ L 2 /ρ. Φ is the corresponding dilaton field and A φ is called as a magnetic Melvin field [22] . In the case of B = 0 the above spacetime becomes the wellknown geometry of AdS 5 × S 5 . Thus, the background describes the magnetic-field deformed AdS 5 × S 5 .
The rotating giant graviton we will search is the D3-brane wrapping the spherical χ i spacetime. The world-volume coordinate σ µ are identified with the space-time coordinates by [1, 3] σ
The giant graviton will be fixed on the spatial coordinates at x 1 = x 2 = x 3 = 0 with a fixed value of Z. As we merely want to see the effect of magnetic Melvin filed on the giant graviton, we will let L = ρ = 1 for convenience. This means that we have used the scale
Above definition of 4-form RR potential has the property that 6) and A (4) → sin 4 θ as B → 0, which is that used in the undeformed O 5 theory [1, 3] . (Notice that the corresponding radius of O 5 in [1] is taken to be L = 1 in our notation.) To proceed, we know that the D3-brane action may be written as
where g ij is the pull-back of the spacetime metric to the world-volume, and P [A (4) ] denotes the pull-back of the 4-form potential. Now we can use the classical rotating D3-brane solution ansatz (2.4) to find the associated Lagrangian
After the calculations the momentum conjugates to φ becomes P = cos 2 θsin 3 θφ 9) and associated energy of the deformed giant graviton is 10) which becomes that in the undeformed system in the limit of B = 0. Note that the radius of the giant graviton, R, is the value sinθ in our notation. Before using (2.10) to analyze the properties of the deformed giant graviton it is useful to know that the radius of an undeformed giant graviton is equal to its angular momentum, i.e. R = P [1] . Therefore, increasing the angular momentum of the undeformed giant graviton will increasing its size. In this case the giant graviton has same energy as the point-like graviton. However, once its angular momentum is larger than 1, i.e. P > 1, the configuration will has higher energy than that of the point-like graviton and giant graviton becomes unstable. With these properties in mind we now use the above formula to plot the energy of the deformed giant graviton as a function of its radius R with various angular momentum P , under a fixed magnetic flux B = 4. The results are shown in figure 1 . The figure has properties which are different form those in the undeformed case:
1. The giant graviton has lower energy than that of the point-like graviton. This means that the magnetic Melvin field will stabilize the giant graviton and suppress it from tunneling into the point-like graviton.
2. Form the figure 1 we see that the stable radius R of the giant graviton with angular momentum P are at the values of (P, R) ≈ (1, 0.3), (2.5, 0.99), (6, 0.7) . The numerical results show that while increasing the angular momentum of giant graviton the radius of the giant graviton is initially an increasing function, the property is the same as that in the undeformed giant graviton. However, after it reach its maximum value R = 1 as P ≈ 2.6 the radius of the giant graviton becomes a decreasing function of the angular momentum. In these cases the giant graviton is still a stable configuration. 3. The numerical results have shown that in the case with a fixed magnetic flux B = 4, the giant graviton with angular momentum P > P c ≈ 30 will have higher energy than the point-like graviton and it will become unstable. The critical value of the angular momentum P c is found to be an increasing function of the magnetic field flux B.
4. It is showd in [1, 3] that the radius of the undeformed giant graviton with angular momentum 1 < P < 1.125 is a decreasing function of P and giant graviton is unstable. Our numerical results show that the radius of the magnetic-field (B=4) deformed giant graviton with angular momentum 2.6 < P < 30 is a decreasing function of P and, however, the deformed giant graviton is stable. The magnetic field therefore could stabilize the deformed giant graviton in the region.
It is interesting to see the properties in analyzing the case of small magnetic flux, B ≪ 1. In this limit the energy of the giant graviton (2.10) has a simple form
(2.11) The stable radius calculated from the above equation is
The energy of the above giant graviton H(R gg ) and that of the point giant graviton H(0) calculated from (2.11) have the following relation 13) in which
Using above two equations we can easily see the following properties. 1. Eq. (2.12) tells us that while increasing the angular momentum P the radius of the giant graviton, R gg , is initially an increasing function. However, after it reach its maximum value, R gg = 1, the radius of the giant graviton becomes a decreasing function of the angular momentum. Within this region, while the undeformed giant graviton is unstable as analyzed in [1, 3] , the deformed giant graviton is still a stable configuration as analyzed in following.
2. As shown in [1] that the configurations with 1 < P < P M ≡ 1.125 is the unstable giant graviton, therefore, to the first order of the magnetic flux B 2 , we can substituting the value P = P M into eq. (2.13) and see that the deformed giant graviton has less energy than a point-like graviton. Thus the magnetic Melvin field has effect to stabilize the unstable giant graviton and it will suppress the giant graviton from tunneling into the point-like graviton.
3. Eq.(2.13) tells us that giant graviton with angular momentum P < 3 will have less energy than the point-like graviton, however, a prior assumption therein is the existence of the giant graviton. In fact, numerical analyses have shown that beyond a critical value of angular momentum P c the giant graviton does not exist.
4. In the undeformed case, the maximum radius is R = 1 (Note that R = sinθ in our notation.) which is found at a giant graviton with angular momentum P 0 = 1 [1] . Therefore, to the first order of B 2 field we can substitute P = 1 into the correction in (2.12) to solve the equation R = 1 = P m + B 2 6 (9 − 18 + 8) and find that P m = 1 + B 2 6 > 1 = P 0 . Thus the angular momentum of a giant graviton with maximum radius in the magnetic Melvin background is larger than that in the undeformed system. 5. From (2.15) we see that the correction to the energy of magnetic-field deformed giant graviton is positive thus, from the AdS/CFT point of view [17] [18] [19] , the correction of the anomalous dimensions of operators in the dual SYM theory will be positive.
Giant Graviton in Electric Melvin Spacetime
The background of electric Melvin spacetimes found in [15] is described by (3.3) in which
Φ is the corresponding dilaton field and A t is called as an electric Melvin field [23] . In the case of E = 0 the above spacetime becomes the well-known geometry of AdS 5 × S 5 . Thus, the background describes the electric-field deformed AdS 5 × S 5 . We will consider a giant graviton configuration as that described in equation (2.4) which is fixed on the spatial coordinates at x 1 = x 2 = x 3 = 0. As we merely want to see the effect of electric Melvin filed on the giant graviton, we will let L = ρ = 1 for convenience. This means that we have used the scale E 2 ρ 4 L → E 2 . The 4-form RR potential on the deformed S 5 is A
Now, through the standard procedure we can obtain the Lagrangian
After the calculations the momentum conjugates to φ becomes 7) and associated energy of the rotating deformed giant graviton is 8) which becomes that in the undeformed system in the limit of E = 0. We have used above relation to perform many numerical evaluations and see that the deformed giant graviton in the electric Melvin background, if it exist, will always have larger energy than the point-like graviton. Thus the electric Melvin field will render the giant graviton unstable.
It is interesting to see that this property could also be found in analyzing the case of small electric, E 2 ≪ 1. In this limit the energy of the deformed giant graviton (3.8) has a simple form
The radius calculated from the above equation is
The energy of the above giant graviton H(R gg ) and that of the point giant graviton H(0) calculated from (3.9) have the following relation
Thus the electric-field deformed configuration has larger energy than the trivial graviton and there does not exist stable giant graviton under the electric Melvin flux. Note that we have only considered the giant graviton on the deformed S 5 spacetimes in this paper. The coordinates of the deformed AdS 5 spacetime in (2.1) or (3.1) are mathematically complex and it is difficult to study the "dual" giant graviton [3] therein. The vibration modes of above deformed giant gravitons, which can improve our understanding of the holographic dual [5] , are also difficult to find due to the mathematical complex. The problems remain to be investigated.
Conclusion
It is well-known that a collection of p-branes in a background field strength can undergo an expansion into a higher-dimensional p+2 spherical brane. This is the so-called dielectric effect [25] . The new branes are stable due to a dynamical equilibrium between the tension of the spherical branes that makes them contract and the momentum in an external field that makes them expand. The giant graviton, being a BPS object, is also formed from the dielectric effect [1, 3] .
The previous investigations of the giant gravitons in the background B-field [11] or in Frolov's three parameter generalization of the Lunin-Maldacena background [13, 14] had shown that the deformations have inclinations to make the giant graviton unstable. In previous paper [15] we constructed the electric/magnetic Melvin spacetimes and studied the classical rotating string in these geometries. Results therein showed that the external electric/magnetic field have inclinations to make these classical rotating string unstable. In this paper, we study the giant graviton on the electric/magnetic field deformed Melvin geometries and see that, while the magnetic Melvin field has inclination to stabilize the giant graviton, the external electric Melvin filed will always render the giant graviton unstable. We also see that while increasing the angular momentum of giant graviton the radius of the deformed giant graviton is initially an increasing function, the property as that in the undeformed giant graviton. However, after it reach its maximum value the radius of the giant graviton becomes a decreasing function of the angular momentum. During these regions the giant graviton is still a stable configuration, contrast to that in the undeformed theory. Finally, beyond a critical value of angular momentum P c the configuration has higher energy than that of the point-like graviton and giant graviton eventually becomes unstable. We also find that the critical value of the angular momentum is an increasing function of the magnetic field flux .
Finally, as giant gravitons can also take place in backgrounds different from AdS × S [9, 10] , it is interesting to see whether the properties found in this paper would also be shown in other electric/magnetic field deformed geometries. The problem remains to be studied.
